Experimental Particle Physics
Accelerators


Luminosity, energy, quantum numbers, physics goals

Detectors



Efficiency, speed, granularity, resolution, physics goals

Trigger/DAQ


Efficiency, compression, through-put, physics models

Offline analysis


Signal and background, physics studies

The primary factors for a successful experiment are the accelerator and detector
trigger system, and losses there are not recoverable.
At all steps above simulations and real data are used
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Particle type to accelerate
Not so many choices:
•
Need stable charges particles: protons, electrons, (muons),
ions – most used: electrons and protons
•
Secondary beams: photons, pions, kaons, neutrons,
neutrinos, …..

Proton collisions: compound particles
•
Mix of quarks, anti-quarks and gluons: variety of processes
•
Parton energy spread
•
QCD processes large background sources
Electron/positron collisions: elementary particles
•
Collision process known
•
Well defined energy
•
Background from other physics limited
proton mass
electron mass

≈ 2000
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The landscape

“Unknowns”:
• Flavour structure
• Matter-antimatter
• Why is the Higgs so
light
• Neutrino sector
• Forces merging ?
• Gravity
• …
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Next challenge: to understand
the first moments of our Universe

E=mc2 -> create new
particles in collisions,
study our universe at
its infancy

Big Bang
Proton
Atom
Radius of Earth

13.7 Billion Years
1028

Wavelength λ ~ 1/E
-> probe matter at small
scales

Today

cm

Earth to Sun

Radius of Galaxies

Accelerators
as LHC and
CLIC

Universe

Super-Microscopes
cm

Study physics laws of first moments after Big Bang

Hubble

WMAP

Lucie Linssen and Steinar
VLT

ALMA
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Lorentz equation
•

•

The two main tasks of an accelerator
•
Increase the particle energy
•
Change the particle direction (follow a
given trajectory, focusing “bunches” of
particles)
Lorentz equation:

•

FB  v  FB does no work on the particle
•
Only FE can increase the particle
energy

•

FE or FB for deflection? v  c  Magnetic
field of 1 T (feasible) same bending power
as en electric field of 3108 V/m (NOT
feasible)
•
FB is by far the most effective in order
to change the particle direction
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Why circular accelerators?

Technological limit on the electrical field in an RF cavity (breakdown)
Gives a limited E per distance
 Circular accelerators, in order to re-use the same RF cavity
This requires a bending field FB in order to follow a circular trajectory
In circular arc sections the magnetic field must provide the desired radius,
1

r

=

eB
p

hence the energy achievable is limited by radius (i.e. cost) and bending field
(other effects as radiation losses in super conducting magnets and overall beam power represent
additional challenges for future circular hadron machines)
These considerations are applicable for other particles as electrons and muons as well
… will come back to limitations of circular colliders in particular for electrons forcing us to go
linear

The Lattice of an accelerator

•

An accelerator is composed of bending magnets, focusing
magnets and usually also sextupole magnets

•

The ensemble of magnets in the accelerator constitutes the
“accelerator lattice”

Bending field: dipole magnets
•
•

Dipole magnets provide uniform field in the desired region
Several design choices :
cos(f) design

LHC dipole magnet design

Focusing field: quadrupole magnets
•
•

Reference trajectory: typically through centers of magnets and structures
Desired: a restoring force of the type Fx=-kx in order to keep the particles
close to the ideal orbit, in both planes

• A linear field in both planes can be
derived from the potential V(x,y) = gxy.
Four poles with magnet surfaces
shaped as hyperbolas.

Bx = -gy
By = -gx
Fx = -qvgx
Fy = qvgy

(focusing)
(defocusing)

• Forces are focusing in one plane and defocusing in the orthogonal plane
• Opposite focusing/defocusing by rotating the quadrupole by ninety degrees

Magnetic lenses  linear optics
•

Analogy: magnetic lenses (quadrupoles)  linear optics

•

Focal length f of a quadrupole:

f = 1 / kl
where l is the length of the quadrupole

•

Alternating focusing and defocusing lenses will together give total focusing
effect in both planes; “alternating gradient focusing”

Single particle coordinates
•

•

•
•
•

We usually describe particle movement in a particle
accelerator in a frame co-moving with a reference
position at the beam center
The state of a particle is characterized by the deviation
from the reference position along the three spatial
dimensions,
•
(x, y, z)
and their complementary dimensions, for example
•
(x’ ≈ dx/ds, y’ ≈ dy/ds, E).
The choices are not unique.
The coordinates are usually given in the laboratory
frame

y
py

y’≈dy/ds

pz
z

s: co-ordinate
along accelerator

M: drift space
•

The element with the simplest transfer matrix M: drift space between magnets
(no field), with length l :

1 l 
M 

0
1


•

Written out this gives:

 x0  1 l   x0 
x
 x  M  x   0 1  x 
 
 0 
 0 

x  x0  lx0
•

This simply says that in a drift space x’ is unchanged, and x drifts

x  x0

Quadrupole transfer matrix
•
•


 cos(l k )
M

Full solution :

 k sin( l k )
Thin lens approximation :
•

•
•

1

sin( l k )
k

cos(l k ) 

Real quadrupole may be modeled as a infinitely thin
lens that focuses or defocuses, plus the drift space
to represent the length of the quadrupole
valid if focal length f=1/kl >> l

Written out multiplication:

x  x0
1
x  x0  x0
f
•
•

-1/f is a focusing term
A defocusing quadrupole in x (rotated 90): -f  f

k [m-2]
l [m]
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Quadrupole FODO doublet
•
•

A FODO quadrupole doublet consist of a focusing quadrupole followed by
a drift, a defocusing quadrupole and a drift
Using the thin lens approximation we can calculate the total matrix :

M doublet

•

1
1
f


0 1 l / 2  1

 1
1  0 1   
 f



l
1

0 1 l / 2 

 2f


1 0 1
 l



 2f 2



l2
l

4f

l
l2 
1

2 f 4 f 2 

FODO is focusing in both the horizontal and the vertical planes (since
changing plane equals f = -f )

Dipole transfer matrix
•

Bending magnets introduce
focusing terms as well.

•

The solution of Hill’s equation
provides the focusing terms for a
idealized sector dipole :

•

The more common type of dipole
found in accelerators is a
rectangular dipole, which does not
provide the focusing term.
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Phase stability in a synchrotron
h>0: velocity increase dominates, fr increases

•

•

Synchronous particle stable for 0º<fs<90º

•
•

•
•

A particle N1 arriving early with f fsf will get a lower energy kick, and arrive
relatively later next pass
A particle M1 arriving late with f fsf will get a higher energy kick, and arrive
relatively earlier next pass

h<0: stability for 90º<fs<180º
h0 at the transition energy. When the synchrotron reaches this
energy, the RF phase needs to be switched rapidly from fs to 180fs

The
LHC a
complex
–> FCC
(increase field and
radius)
LHC:
New Era
in Fundamental
Science
LHCb

CMS
ATLAS

ALICE

LHC ring:
27 km circumference

FCC studies

From talk by P.Lebrun

FCC-hh baseline parameters

From talk by P.Lebrun

Circular machine (~100km) in China, e+e- and pp
CEPC – Site Investigation
300 km from Beijing
3 hours by car; 1 hours by high speed train

CEPC-SppC Project Timeline (dream)

Pre-studies
(2013-2015)

Construction
(2021-2027)

2035

2030

2025

R&D
Engineering Design
(2016-2020)

Data taking
(2028-2035)

1st Milestone: pre-CDR (by the end of 2014) → R&D funding request to Chinese government in 2015
(China’s 13th Five-Year Plan 2016-2020)

SppC

R&D
(2014-2030)

Ins tute of High Energy Physics

Engineering Design
(2030-2035)

FermiLab Workshop, 25 -29 August 2014

2040

14

2030

Y. F. Wang

2020

2015

CEPC

2020

A good example is 秦皇岛:

Construction
(2035-2042)

Data taking
(2042-2055)
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From talk by W.Chou
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Single particle coordinates
•

•

•
•
•

We usually describe particle movement in a particle
accelerator in a frame co-moving with a reference
position at the beam center
The state of a particle is characterized by the deviation
from the reference position along the three spatial
dimensions,
•
(x, y, z)
and their complementary dimensions, for example
•
(x’ ≈ dx/ds, y’ ≈ dy/ds, E).
The choices are not unique.
The coordinates are usually given in the laboratory
frame

y
py

y’≈dy/ds

pz
z

s: co-ordinate
along accelerator

It’s about a beam, in 6D
y(x, y, z)

Any charged particle beams, taken at a given point in time, can be
characterized as a distribution in 6D phase space.

The phase-space ellipse
g (s)x(s)2 + 2a (s)x(s)x'(s)+ b (s)x'(s)2 = e

Envelope of particle motion :
Particles with different phase and
equal emittance.

x(s) = eb (s)

Beta function and emittance
Evolution of the transverse phase-space in free space along the beamline :

s= √(eb (s))

Two key concepts that defines a
charged particle beam:

Beta function, b(s): how well the beam is focussed. Minimum, b*, at the beam waist.
Emittance, e: beam quality, phase-space area; e = √(<y2><y’2> - <y y’>2)

Limitations - synchrotron radiation
We want Ecm as high as possible for new particle accelerators
Circular colliders  synchrotron radiation loss:

For electrons a severe limitation, size and costs
explode – go linear
Less of a problem with protons (size of ring
driven by magnet technology but radiation
losses also there becoming significant for the
components)

There are other reasons why linear colliders are pursued:
- Scalable (lengthen or shorten) and upgradable with new technology
- Very linked the main invest-area in accelerator construction – light-sources/FELs
- Affordable covering (most of) the Standard Model precision physics
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Linear Collider (LC) studies – CLIC and ILC
Outline:
•
Generic elements and challenges of a Linear Colliders
•
Focus on CLIC (380 GeV) and ILC (250 GeV) status
•
Smaller Linear Accelerators for material characterization, medical applications , etc
•
Key points

damping ring

e+

source

e-

main linac
beam delivery
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Generic Linear Collider
The key parameters: Energy and luminosity

The critical steps (in next slides):
1) Create low emittance beams (sources, injector, damping rings, ring to main linac
- RTML)
2) Acceleration in main linac (energy increase per length)
3) Supply energy as efficient as possible to beam (high power at 1, 1.3 and 12 GHz)
4) Nano-beams: Squeeze the beam (Beam Delivery System- BDS), i.e. reduce β

Damping ring, experience from light sources
The damping rings reduce the phase space (emittance εx,y) of the
beam – wigglers to stimulate energy losses (SR)

Light-sources need similar beams (picture: ALBA)
Vetr cal emi ance [pm]
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The RTML (ring-to-main linac transport) reduces the bunch length

Maximize acceleration per meter

2K liquid He

Accelerating fields in Linear Colliders

Mean accelerating field (MV/m)

250

Electric field on center axis

2017 ICFA seminar (Nov. 8, 2017)

CLIC
achieved

150
100

Rf input coupler to transmit the rf
power to the cavity

CLIC
achieved

200

WARM

50

NLC

CLIC
nominal

SC
TESLA 800

JLC-C
SLC

0
1.E+01

1.E+02

1.E+03

1.E+04

ILC 500
1.E+05

TESLA 500

1.E+06

1.E+07

Below left: A high-gradient “warm” accelerating structure, 12
GHz for CLIC
Above: A superconducting 1.3 GHz Rf structure for ILC

RF pulse duration (nanosec)

Limitations by electrical and magnetic fields on surfaces, field emission and
heating (key technology optimisation)
Different pulse lengths and bunch structure (ILC and CLIC):
t[ns]

… has ramifications for acc. size, beam dynamics , instrumentation, detectors,
etc, ….
However, physics, cost, power, luminosities remarkably similar in the end (for
similar collision energies)
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RF power

Example: CLIC 20 MW L-band (1 GHz)
Multi-beam pulsed klystron.

20 MW, 50 Hz, 150 msec

150 kW

180 kV

Modulator (h=0.9)
Energy
storag
e

switch

HV
transformer Cathode

New/advanced technology

150 kW + 88 kW

European O rganization for Nuclear Research
Organisation européenne pour la recherche nucléaire

Lower (<60kV) voltage:
- 40 mini-cathodes
- No oil tank (cost)
- Shorter tube (cost)
- Faster switching (efficiency/cost)
Gated mini-cathode:
- No switches (cost)
- Modulator efficiency ~1.0
(+) Improved stability

RF circuit (h=0.7)

Collector 60 KW

hTotal = 0.62

Solenoid 4 KW
Permanent Magnets:
- No power consumption
- Potential cost reduction
Vs. SC solenoid:
- More expensive solution

Depressed collector (h=0.5)
New klystron RF circuit (h=0.8)
(+) Reduced Collector dissipation (16 kW)

Power from grid:
290 200 MW

hTotal = 0.9

Nano-beams
Very small beams (example from ILC 500 GeV and CLIC 3 TeV)

t[ns]

The CLIC strategy:
•
Align components (10μm over 200m)
•
Control/damp vibrations (from ground to accelerator)
•
Measure beams well – allow to steer beam and optimize positions
•
Algorithms for measurements, beam and component optimization,
feedbacks
•
Tests in small accelerators of equipment and algorithms (FACET at
Stanford, ATF2 at KEK, CTF3, Light-sources)
33
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ILC Candidate Location: Kitakami, Tohoku
High-way

Oshu

Ofunato

ExpressRail
Kesen-numa

Sendai

Ichinoseki
IP Region

ILC Layout

Damping Ring
e- Source

e+ Main Liinac

Physics Detectors

e+ Source
e- Main Linac

Parameters

Value

C.M. Energy

500 GeV

Peak luminosity

1.8 x1034 cm-2s-1

Beam Rep. rate

5 Hz

Pulse duration

0.73 ms

Average current
22/2/18 - Steinar Stapnes
(CERN)

E gradient in SCRF
acc. cavity

5.8 mA (in pulse)

31.5 MV/m +/-20%
35
Q0 = 1E10

37
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CLIC layout, power generation
Drive-beam (low energy, high intensity, long
pulses) created by klystrons

Drive beam me structure - ini al
240 ns

140 ms train length - 24 ´ 24 sub-pulses
4.2 A - 2.4 GeV – 60 cm between bunches

Drive beam me structure - final
240 ns

5.8 ms

24 pulses – 101 A – 2.5 cm between bunches
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First stage energy ~ 380 GeV
Parameter'

Unit'

380'GeV'

3'TeV'

Centre&of&mass,energy,

TeV,

0.38,

3,

Total,luminosity,

1034cm&2s&1,

1.5,

5.9,

Luminosity,above,99%,of,√s,

1034cm&2s&1,

0.9,

2.0,

RepeEEon,frequency,

Hz,

50,

50,

352,

312,

Number,of,bunches,per,train,
Bunch,separaEon,

ns,

0.5,

0.5,

AcceleraEon,gradient,

MV/m,

72,

100,

Site,length,

km,

11,

50,

Let us look at three challenges:
•
High-current drive beam bunched at 12 GHz
•
Power transfer + main-beam acceleration
•
~100 MV/m gradient in main-beam cavities
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Towards TeV beams with new technology ?
1.7 GeV energy gain in 30 cm of preionized Li vapor plasma.

2% energy spread
Up to 30% wake-to-bunch energy
transfer efficiency (mean 18%).

A possible witness beams:
Electrons: 1010 particles @ 1 TeV
~few kJ

Existing driver beams options :
Lasers: up to 40 J/pulse
Electron driver: up to 60 J/bunch
Proton driver: SPS 19 kJ/bunch, LHC 300 kJ/bunch

While GeV acceleration in plasmas has been demonstrated for with both lasers and electron beams,
reaching TeV scales requires staging of many drivers and plasma cells. Challenging.
Plasma
cell

Plasma
cell

Plasma
cell

Plasma
cell

Plasma
cell

Plasma
cell

Witness beam

Drive beam: electron/laser

Current focus on “small scale” applications – for LCs a long way to go:
Electrons and Positrons, staging, power efficiency, suitable beam-parameters and luminosity
However – disruptive technologies so (always) very important to pursue (and cost in this case likely less)

The T2K project (Tokai to Kamioka)

Evolution of Fermilab Neutrino Experiments
Detector complete
taking data
→700 kW in 2016

NOvA (far)
Surface
14 kton

MINOS+ (far) Operating
at 2340 ft level since 2005
5 kton 350 kW (>400 kW)

MINOS (near)

MINERvA

NOvA
(near)
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MicroBooNE
commissioning
(LAr TPC)

Muon Collider Overview
Muon are heavy so they emit little
synchrotron radiation

mm »106MeV /c 2 » 207me
But they do not live very long

t m » 2.2 ms ´ g
Produce them, cool them quickly and
let them collide in a small ring

Despite their impact on science, most accelerators
that have been built are used for other purposes
•

About 30,000 accelerators are in use world wide
• Sales of accelerators > $ 2 B /yr and growing
• Accelerators touch over $ 500B /yr in products
• Major Impact on our economy, health, and well being
• Mostly small room size systems – but ranging up to a 1km
or 2 (for example light sources, neutron facilities)

Radiation therapy
Shrink wrapped food

Digital Electronics

4

From talk by N.Lockyer

Free electron lasers and Linear Colliders

User community in many fields of
science (LCLS 2013)

Background (Shanghai Photon Science Center)
580m

SXFEL

Compact XFEL

LCLS I and II, SACLA, E-XFEL, SwissFEL … many more
(from soft to hard X-ray)
49
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Small systems (Compton back scattering)

From Tsinghua Univ.

Hadron therapy linear acc. (proton
51

As an example: work at IFIC Valencia to use
CLIC technology to make compact
accelerators for proton therapy (A. Fauss –
Golfe)

Key points
The focus is moving from the Standard Model (~4%) to what is beyond (the rest)
Accelerators are widely used advanced instruments (30000), requiring multi-disciplinary skills to
design, construct and operate
Particle physics uses the largest and there are probably a few thousand accelerator scientists
engaged in major labs world-wide in “our” field
The developments (design, technical developments, tests of single elements or systems, industrial
(pre)-productions – and also civil engineering, conventional systems, power and cost optimizations,
are done by international teams/collaborations, usually led a major lab with special interest in the
project but with world-wide participation since the technology developments and knowledge are
transferable to other and/or local projects
Major projects are underway in Europe, US and Japan, and even more major projects are being
studied for possible implementation in Japan, Europe and China longer term
Underpinning these developments are existing successful projects in particle physics (LHC, neutrino
facilities, flavour factories) and increasingly light-sources, electron linacs and neutron facilities for
industrial or research purposes outside particle physics

(slides from many colleagues – but as seen in particular from P.Lebrun, F.Bordy concerning FCC and HiLumi LHC)

